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they get little presents - nuts, chocolates, that kind of thing. I would argue that the UK one is slightly 

better because the stockings are much bigger! 

'What is a traditional Christmas meal in Germany? 

On the December 25, here, it's quite normal to have something like duck or goose with gravy, cabbage 

and vegetables, and of course something like potatoes or "Knodel" (dumplings). The Christmas Eve 

meal is usually a bit simpler. some people have sausage and potato salad, others have fish (specifically 

carp). It's quite a simple meal, a bit lighter, so that you're ready for the next day to completely gorge 

yourself on lots of food! 

Do Germans play Secret Santa? 

Yes, they call it "wichteln." You take someone's name out of a hat anonymously and you have to buy 

them a gift. They have to buy a gift for someone else, and nobody knows who bought what. So it's a 

similar concept to Secret Santa. I think generally here the idea is that you don't spend much at all on 

the gift - it's usually meant to be a bit funny. Sometimes people might set a limit for how much you 

can spend, maybe €5 or 10. 

What's your favorite Christmas marketfood? 

Okay, let's take a moment to be sad about the fact that there were no Christmas markets this 

year. Obviously it was a good idea not to have them - they are normally so packed! But I love so much 

of the food. A classic is "Reibekuchen" - that's grated onion and potato deep fried into a flat patty. It's 

very tasty and quite fatty - but hey, it's Christmas, we can eat what we like! 

The Christmas tree is a German thing; right? 

Yes, that's true. There are traditions stemming back centuries where evergreen trees would be used for 

things like warding off evil spirits in other cultures. 

But it was the Germans in the 16th century who started bringing trees indoors and decorating them. 

There were some variations between how Catholics and Protestants did it. I think it was the 

Protestants who started putting real candles on the tree - which is my favorite thing about German 

Christmas trees! 

"Frohe Weihnachten" to all the Meet the Germans viewers and a happy and healthy new year! 


